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fundamentally, all factory automatization is a 
form or robotics today: “programmable” 
machines…

industrial robots are actually 
more common today



examples of robots

other than humanoid or industrial
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environment to a remotely located human operator. Robots are able to provide logistics support in office and 

industrial environments by transporting materials (packages, medicines, or supplies) or by leading visitors 

through hallways. Remotely controlled and monitored robots are also able to enter hazardous or unpleasant 

environments. Examples include underwater remotely operated vehicles, pipe cleaning and inspection robots, 

and bomb disposal robots. Some examples are shown in Fig. 5.5.  

 

Figure 5.5. Examples of service robots. 

The challenges in service and personal robotics include all the challenges for industrial robotics. Dexterous 

manipulation and integration of force and vision sensing in support of manipulation is critical to the growth 

of this industry. In addition, mobility is a key challenge for service robotics. The current generation of robots 

is only able to operate on two-dimensional, even, indoor environments. Because service robots must be 

mobile, there are challenges for designing robots that are capable of carrying their own power source. 

Further, operation in domestic environments imposes constraints on packaging. Finally, service robots, 

especially personal robots, will operate close to human users. Safety is extremely important. And because 

interaction with human users is very important in service robotics, it is clear the industry needs to overcome 

significant challenges in human-robot interfaces.  

INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENT 

U.S. 

Most of the industrial robotics industry is based in Japan and Europe. This is despite the fact that the first 

industrial robots were manufactured in the U.S. At one time, General Motors, Cincinnati Milacron, 

Westinghouse and General Electric made robots. Now, only Adept, a San Jose-based company, makes 

industrial robots in the U.S.  

However, there are a number of small companies developing service robots in the U.S. iRobot and Mobile 

Robotics, companies in New England, are pioneering new technologies.  

Europe 

The two big manufacturers of industrial robots in Europe are ABB and Kuka. Over 50% of ABB is focused 

on automation products and industrial robots are a big part of their manufacturing automation with annual 

revenue of $1.5B. ABB spends 5% of their revenues on R&D, with research centers all over the world. As in 
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Figure 2.1. NASA Mars Rover (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)). 

Another example of a hostile and hazardous environment where robotic vehicles are essential tools of work 
and exploration is the undersea world. Human divers may dive to a hundred meters or more, but pressure, 
light, currents and other factors limit such human exploration of the vast volume of the earthLs oceans. 
Oceanographers have developed a wide variety of sophisticated technologies for sensing, mapping, and 
monitoring the oceans at many scales, from small biological organisms to major ocean circulation currents. 
Robotic vehicles, both autonomous and ROV types, are an increasingly important part of this repertoire, and 
provide information that is unavailable in other ways. Figure 2.2 shows an autonomous underwater vehicle 
(AUV) called ASTER under development at Institut Français de Recherche pour l'Exploitation de la Mer 
(IFREMER), the French National Institute for Marine Science and Technology. ASTER will be used for 
coastal surveys of up to 3,000 meters in depth and is capable of carrying a wide variety of instrumentation for 
physical, chemical, and biological sensing and monitoring. In United States research, the evolution of 
remotely operated vehicles for deep ocean exploration enabled the discovery of the sunken Titanic and the 
ability to explore that notable shipwreck. 

 
Figure 2.2. IFREMER ASTER autonomous underwater vehicle. 

In addition to space and oceans, there are many applications where human presence is hazardous. Nuclear 
and biological contamination sites must often be explored and mapped to determine the types and extent of 
contamination, and provide the basis for remediation. Military operations incorporate many different 
autonomous and remotely operated technologies for air, sea, and ground vehicles. Increasingly, security and 
defense systems may use networks of advanced mobile sensors that observe and detect potential events that 
may pose threats to populations. 

In a second class of applications, robotic vehicles are used in routine tasks that occur over spaces and 
environments where machine mobility can effectively replace direct human presence. For example, large-
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scale agriculture requires machines to cultivate, seed, irrigate, and harvest very large areas of terrain. The 
ability to track an autonomous vehicle using global positioning systems (GPS), sensing the soil and plant 
conditions in the field, encourages the implementation of robotic vehicles for agricultural or EfieldF 
applications. Figure 2.3a shows an example of an agricultural robotic vehicle under development in the 
United States. Figure 2.3b shows a large autonomous mining haul truck developed in Australia. 

 

 

  
 (a) (b)  

Figure 2.3. Agricultural robotic vehicle (Int Harv, U.S.) (a). Mining haul truck (ACFR, Australia) (b). 

Similar challenges occur in areas of environmental monitoring, where mobile vehicles may move through air, 
water, or ground to observe the presence of contaminants and track the patterns and sources of such 
pollutants. In large manufacturing facilities, mobility is essential to transport components and subassemblies 
during the manufacturing process and a variety of robotic guided vehicles are utilized in these domains. 

 
Figure 2.4. IBOT advanced wheel chair (DEKA, U.S.). 

A third class of applications of robotic vehicles occurs in the support of personal assistance, rehabilitation, 
and entertainment for humans. A robotic wheelchair may provide mobility for a human who would otherwise 
not be able to move about. The integration of sensors, computational intelligence, and improved power 
systems have made such personal robotic aides increasingly capable and practical for everyday use. An 
example of a wheelchair that utilizes emerging robotic technologies for guidance and balance is shown in 
Figure 2.4. More details on medical robotics and robotic aids to the handicapped will be described in 
Chapter 6. 

Other examples of such personal aides include vehicles that support elderly care through feeding, household 
tasks, and emergency notification. Many daily household tasks may benefit from enhanced mobile robotics, 
and there are rapid commercial developments of vacuum cleaners and lawn mowers that utilize advanced 
sensor and navigation systems. Also, advanced entertainment systems will incorporate robotic vehicles 
including locomotion of humanoids and biomimetic pets that entertain and provide interactive companions. 
The Japanese development of humanoids and robotic pets with sophisticated locomotion systems, as shown 
in Figure 2.5, is a major topic of this international comparative study. More detailed examples of personal 
and entertainment robotic vehicles will be described in Chapter 5, and of humanoid robots in Chapter 4. 



cars: autonomous driving

the University of Central Florida in Orlando.
They’ve outfitted Knight Rider, a 1996 Sub-
aru Outback that belonged to Harper’s wife
and has 99,257 miles (159,705 km) on it, with
just enough gizmos to get around the
course—they hope. Instead of the spinning
3D lidar, they use two lidars that see in one
direction and rock them back and forth. “If
just one wire falls off, something essential is
not going to work,” Harper says. Still, the
team made the final having invested only
$130,000 in the project.

Robots, start your engines!
Race day usually brings the intoxicating
smell of high-octane fuel and the electri-
fying scream of engines. But not here. At
8:00 a.m., the robots leave the starting
area, one by one, like rental cars leaving a
lot. There’s a glitch. Interference from a
jumbo TV screen knocks out the GPS
receiver of first qualifier, Boss, Carnegie
Mellon’s Chevy Tahoe. The team replaces
the unit and has to wait 30 minutes to
regain the signal. Meanwhile, Odin, a Ford
Escape from Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State Universi ty in Blacksburg;
Junior, Stanford’s Volkswagen Passat; and
the others head out, hesitating and swerv-
ing as if driven by octogenarians. After a
half-hour, all 11 robots—plus their chase
cars and 37 other cars—are on the road.

There’s only one curve from which to
glimpse the robots, so DARPA has hired a
helicopter and is televising the event on three
huge screens in a vast tent. Jamie Hyneman and
Grant Imahara of the geeky cable-television
reality show Mythbusters provide commen-
tary. It’s like watching a hybrid of a NASCAR

race and the infamous O. J. Simpson low-
speed police chase.

Each robot has to complete three “mis-
sions” comprising six or seven “submis-
sions,” such as parking in exactly the right
space in a lot, traversing an off-road passage,
or navigating between two places. After each
mission, the robots return to the start area to
download the specifications for the next, and
each machine must travel 60 miles (97 kilo-
meters) in less than 6 hours.

At first, the action comes fast and heavy.
An hour into the race, TerraMax, the hulking
vehicle entered by military contractor
Oshkosh Truck Corp. in Wisconsin, turns
toward a pillar and gets stuck staring at it.
Forty-five minutes later, Central Florida runs
straight toward a house. Caroline, the robot
from Team CarOLO, the other German squad,
collides with MIT’s Talos and loses sensors.
By 11:00 a.m., five robots have either failed
or been disqualified.

Then things settle down. The remaining
robots’ “personalities” emerge. Carnegie
Mellon’s Boss zooms confidently away from
stops, a hard charger like team leader Whit-
taker. Stanford’s Junior glides around
smoothly, so much so you hardly notice it.
MIT’s Talos is aggressive in traffic—it also
clips Cornell’s Chevy Tahoe, Skynet—but
skittish off-road, stopping and starting like a
cat creeping down a steep slope.

Around 1:30 p.m., three teams have nearly
completed their missions, and spectators
swarm back to the grandstands. At 1:42, Stan-
ford cruises across the finish line, followed a
minute and a half later by Carnegie Mellon.
Upstart Virginia Tech cruises home third—
even without the 3D lidar. “We knew we were

good,” says Virginia Tech’s Alfred
Wicks. “We’d done our home-
work.” The University of Pennsyl-
vania’s Toyota Prius, Little Ben,
straggles in an hour later. Some-
time past 3:30 p.m., MIT slips in
just before Cornell.

The outcome seems obvious.
Carnegie Mellon spotted Stan-
ford and Virginia Tech a 20-
minute head start and made up
almost all of it. It seems the vic-
tory should be theirs. DARPA
officials will make the final call,
however. And, some participants
grumble, DARPA never fully
explains its judgments. 

Make it out to …
But the next morning brings
no surprises. Carnegie Mellon
walks off with the win. Stanford

takes second and $1,000,000, Virginia Tech
takes third and $500,000. “There’s tremen-
dous satisfaction in what the whole f ield
accomplished,” Whittaker says. “That was a
day that stunned the world.” DARPA Direc-
tor Anthony Tether also gushes. “Quite
frankly, I watched these things and I forgot
after a while that there wasn’t anybody in
there,” he says. “It’s a historic day—’bot on
’bot for the first time!”

Maybe there’s something to the grandiose
rhetoric. Now only a Luddite could doubt that
soon cars will guide themselves, at least in a
pinch to avoid collisions. In fact, the technol-
ogy already seems ripe for low-risk applica-
tions, such as automating farm equipment,
and the leading teams are pushing to com-
mercialize their software. “I think it’s going
to come in bits and pieces,” says Charles
Reinholtz, leader of the Virginia Tech team
and an engineer at Embry-Riddle Aeronauti-
cal University in Daytona Beach, Florida.

Ironically, the success of the Urban Chal-
lenge could reduce the chances that DARPA
will stage another competition. “DARPA
never finishes anything,” Tether says. “All we
do is show that it can be done” in the hope that
industry takes over and pushes further devel-
opment. Clearly, when it comes to making
robotic cars, the Urban Challenge has shown
that it is possible.

Still, many engineers are eager for another
competition. Their robots aren’t nearly ready
for the open road, they say, and many already
know what they would like to see in the next
challenge: a contest for autonomous cars that
must communicate and work together. Sud-
denly, that doesn’t seem quite so absurd.

–ADRIAN CHO

www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 318 16 NOVEMBER 2007 1061
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Figure C.58. The walking machines built by DillmannCs group. 

Up to now 10 six-legged walking machines have been built and distributed: three to museums and seven to 
universities or research groups in Germany and Europe.  

Medical and Surgical Robotics 

Several projects involve cooperation with medical personnel on visual identification of target areas for 
surgery on the skull, estimation of spine and neck muscle properties to determine the extent of whiplash 
injuries, and automatic calibration of medical instruments with imagery for image-guided surgery. 

COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS 

Professor Dillmann has an extensive network of collaborators on many projects. The big projects are: 

• Collaborative Research Center on Learning and Cooperating Multimodal Humanoid Robots SSFB588,U 
which was established by the DFG in 2001 and will be run for 12 years (coordinator: Rüdiger Dillmann) 

• Cogniron Project (funded by the EU, led by Dr. Raja Chatilla at the Laboratoire dCAnalyse et 
dCArchitecture des Systèmes (LAAS), Toulouse) 

• PACO-PLUS (funded by the EU, coordinator: Rüdiger Dillmann) 

Other collaborative research projects in Germany include: 

• Robots in Surgery (SFB 414 in Karlsruhe) 
• Telepresence and Teleaction Systems (SFB 453 in Munich) 
• Autonomous Dynamic Walking (Munich) 
• Situated Artificial Communicators (SFB 360 in Bielefeld) 
• Robotic Systems for Handling and Assembly-High Dynamic Parallel Structures with Adaptronic 

Components (SFB 562 in Braunschweig) 
• Spatial Cognition: Reasoning, Action, Interaction (Transregio SFB 6023 in Bremen/Freiburg) 
• Cognitive Cars (SFB in Karlsruhe/Munich) 
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Fig. 1. Example of biorobots. (A) RoboTuna (35). (B) Lamprey robot (39). (C) Salamandra robotica (19, 67). (D) 
Sandfish lizard robot (6). (E) StickyBot (56). (F) RHex (22, 54). (G) MIT Cheetah robot (8). (H) CheetahCub (10). 
(I) Cornell biped (74). (J) Miniature flapping wing robot (46). (K) Powered ankle–foot prosthesis controlled by a 
neuromuscular model (20). Permissions: (A) M. Triantafyllou; (B) IOP Publishing; (C, E, G, K) IEEE; (D) The 
Royal Society; (F, I, J) AAAS; (H) A. Sproewitz. 
 

As a first approximation, animal locomotion is based on two key principles: the generation of 
periodic movements using muscles (which is quite different from the rotational movement of 
electromagnetic motors), and the generation of asymmetries in the interaction forces with the 
environment, such that periodic movements of muscles are transformed into a forward 
acceleration (as opposed to back-and-forth movements in place). Depending on the ecological 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Salamandra robotica, a salamander robot that can swim and walk, was designed to test hypotheses about the 
organization of salamander spinal circuits and the mechanisms of gait transition (19, 67). (A) The water-proof robot 
is equipped with eight motors for spine undulations, and four motors, one per leg, for leg rotation. (B) Comparison 
of the walking trot gait of the robot (left) and the salamander, as recorded with x-ray videos (right). (C) Comparison 
of the swimming gait of the robot (left) and the salamander (right) (67).  

 

The mechanisms of inter-limb coordination, and in particular the respective role of neural 
coupling versus mechanical coupling, have also been investigated using a quadruped robot (68). 
It was shown that stable gaits could be generated without direct coupling between limb 
oscillators, and with only indirect coupling through sensory feedback and mechanical coupling, 
similar to what has been observed in the stick insect (69). The robot was a useful tool to 
demonstrate that different gaits could be obtained depending on the mass distribution in the 
robot. When the mass was placed more in the front as in camels or more to the rear as in 
monkeys, the same gaits emerged as in their biological counterparts. 

 

Biped locomotion  
Two broad classes of biped and humanoid robots can be distinguished: (i) robots that are 

designed to be versatile, and (ii) passive-dynamic robots that are designed to be energy-efficient.  
Versatile robots use multiple high-torque actuators and sophisticated control algorithms to 
carefully control all joints at any given time. This has led to impressive machines such as Asimo 
(Honda), Qrio (SONY), Atlas (Boston Dynamics), Shaft’s biped, and HRP (AIST and Kawada 
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Figure C.56. Mobile robot platforms in Dillman>s laboratory. Two SwissLog products are shown on the 

extreme right. 

Pipe Inspection Robots 

Prof. Dillmann>s lab has developed several articulated, snake-type robots for pipeline inspection. Some are 
now commercially available and used to inspect water pipes and oil pipelines (including the Alaska pipeline). 

 

 
 Figure C.57. Inspection robot. 

Current work is concentrated on enabling the system to work in an unstructured environment. A multi-
articulated system with six links will be used for inspection tasks in sewer pipelines. 

Legged Locomotion 

There are labs dedicated to the development of control systems for four- and six-legged robots, as well as 
bipeds. The emphasis appears to be in the application of artificial muscles (McKibben-type muscles with a 
rubber shield), reduction of size and weight, and joint design. Historically, they have fabricated several of the 
Lauron-type six-legged machines usually associated with Friedrich Pfeiffer at the Technical University of 
Munich (TUM). Apparently there has been a long-term cooperative effort between the two labs. 

7. Networked Robots 74 

exploiting the efficiency that is inherent in parallelism. They can also perform independent tasks that need to 
be coordinated (for example, fixturing and welding) in the manufacturing industry.  

Networked robots also result in improved efficiency. Tasks like searching or mapping, in principle, are 
performed faster with an increase in the number of robots. A speed-up in manufacturing operations can be 
achieved by deploying multiple robots performing operations in parallel, but in a coordinated fashion.  

Perhaps the biggest advantage to using the network to connect robots is the ability to connect and harness 
physically-removed assets. Mobile robots can react to information sensed by other mobile robots in the next 
room. Industrial robots can adapt their end-effectors to new parts being manufactured up-stream in the 
assembly line. Human users can use machines that are remotely located via the network. (See Fig. 7.3.)  

The ability to network robots also enables fault-tolerance in design. If robots can in fact dynamically 
reconfigure themselves using the network, they are more tolerant to robot failures. This is seen in the Internet 
where multiple gateways, routers, and computers provide for a fault-tolerant system (although the Internet is 
not robust in other ways). Similarly, robots that can KplugL and KplayL can be swapped in and out, 
automatically, to provide for a robust operating environment.  

 
Figure 7.2. Robotic modules can be reconfigured to KmorphL into different locomotion systems including a 

wheel-like rolling system (left), a snake-like undulatory locomotion system (right), a four-legged 
walking system (bottom).  

Finally, networked robots have the potential to provide great synergy by bringing together components with 
complementary benefits and making the whole greater than the sum of the parts.  

Applications for networked robots abound. The U.S. military routinely deploys unmanned vehicles that are 
reprogrammed remotely based on intelligence gathered by other unmanned vehicles, sometimes 
automatically. The deployment of satellites in space, often by astronauts in a shuttle with the shuttle robot 
arm, requires the coordination of complex instrumentation onboard the space shuttle, human operators on a 
ground station, the shuttle arm, and a human user on the shuttle. Home appliances now contain sensors and 
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Figure 2.1. NASA Mars Rover (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)). 

Another example of a hostile and hazardous environment where robotic vehicles are essential tools of work 
and exploration is the undersea world. Human divers may dive to a hundred meters or more, but pressure, 
light, currents and other factors limit such human exploration of the vast volume of the earthLs oceans. 
Oceanographers have developed a wide variety of sophisticated technologies for sensing, mapping, and 
monitoring the oceans at many scales, from small biological organisms to major ocean circulation currents. 
Robotic vehicles, both autonomous and ROV types, are an increasingly important part of this repertoire, and 
provide information that is unavailable in other ways. Figure 2.2 shows an autonomous underwater vehicle 
(AUV) called ASTER under development at Institut Français de Recherche pour l'Exploitation de la Mer 
(IFREMER), the French National Institute for Marine Science and Technology. ASTER will be used for 
coastal surveys of up to 3,000 meters in depth and is capable of carrying a wide variety of instrumentation for 
physical, chemical, and biological sensing and monitoring. In United States research, the evolution of 
remotely operated vehicles for deep ocean exploration enabled the discovery of the sunken Titanic and the 
ability to explore that notable shipwreck. 

 
Figure 2.2. IFREMER ASTER autonomous underwater vehicle. 

In addition to space and oceans, there are many applications where human presence is hazardous. Nuclear 
and biological contamination sites must often be explored and mapped to determine the types and extent of 
contamination, and provide the basis for remediation. Military operations incorporate many different 
autonomous and remotely operated technologies for air, sea, and ground vehicles. Increasingly, security and 
defense systems may use networks of advanced mobile sensors that observe and detect potential events that 
may pose threats to populations. 

In a second class of applications, robotic vehicles are used in routine tasks that occur over spaces and 
environments where machine mobility can effectively replace direct human presence. For example, large-
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Field Robotics 

Robotic vehicles developed for both military and space applications are intended for use in rough terrain, that 
is, without roads or cleared areas. In this context, the experience of off-road robotic vehicles in the U.S. has 
also provided a basis for research in field robotics, the application of robotic vehicles to other unstructured 
domains, such as agriculture, mining, construction, and hazardous environments. In addition, U.S. industrial 
companies active in these areas have invested in prototype developments for these applications. Figure 2.3 is 
an example of these prototype vehicles. 

Undersea Robotics 

The United States has supported research in several different types of applications of underwater vehicles. 
These include: 

a. Military and Defense Applications 
As described in KMilitary and Defense Systems,L U.S. defense technologies have included many 
fundamental prototypes and products that provide both ROV and AUV technology for the military. 
Figure 2.9 shows several of these vehicles. 

b. Coastal Security and Environmental Monitoring Systems 

AUV systems may be used as surveillance and observance of systems with both defense and 
environmental implications. Figure 2.10 shows an overview of the Autonomous Oceanographic Sensor 
Network (AOSN) systems, deployed as an experiment at the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute 
(MBARI) in California, which integrate many different robotic and sensor resources. 

 

 
Figure 2.10. Advanced Oceanographic Sensor Network 

(MBARI, U.S.). 

 
Figure 2.11. HROV (Hybrid ROV) 
project (Johns Hopkins University 

(JHU) and Woods Hole  
(WHOL), U.S.). 

c. Scientific Mission and Deep Ocean Science 

AUV and ROV technologies are the only means to actively explore large portions of the ocean volume. 
The study of ocean currents, ocean volcanoes, tsunami detection, deepsea biological phenomena, and 
migration and changes in major ecosystems are all examples of topics that are studied with these 
systems. Several of the major scientific laboratories in the world are located in the U.S. and are leaders 
in these fields. A new project, HROV, is funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) to develop a 
new hybrid remotely operated vehicle for underwater exploration in extreme environments, capable of 
operation to 11,000 meters depth as shown in Figure 2.11. 
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Table 2.1 
Types of robotic mobility systems 

 

RESEARCH CHALLENGES 

Historically, there have been examples of technologies that could be controlled through remote mechanical 
linkages (e.g. mechanically coupled manipulators for handling dangerous chemicals), and other technologies 
that provided pre-programmed motions (e.g. missiles and torpedoes). However, only with the development of 
microelectronics and embedded computation has it been possible to design systems that combine both 
mobility and autonomy. Four major research challenges have dominated these developments, and they 
continue to represent the key themes observed in this international study: 

Mechanisms and Mobility 

As described above, both engineering and biomimetic approaches have been taken to design mobile robotics 
vehicles, and current research efforts continue to follow both of these strategies. Key research themes 
include: 

Principles of Motion 

Basic studies of kinematics and dynamics of motion in all domains (ground, air, and water) continue to 
examine fundamental issues of devices that contact and interact with the forces around them. A primary 
example of this work is the study of bipedal locomotion and the distinction between Iquasi-staticK walking 
and IdynamicK walking. Algorithms used in recent full humanoid prototypes exhibit very sophisticated 
motion and balance, but still do not achieve all of the characteristics of human dynamic balance. New 
theories and experiments continue to impact this research. Similarly, such studies have a direct effect on 
different walking patterns, such as trotting and running gaits, and how these may be executed on two-legged 
and multi-legged robotic vehicles. 

Materials Properties and Design 

Materials considerations are also of primary interest for new mechanisms, and uses of light and strong 
materials, with controllable compliance, are current research topics. 
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underwater vehicles with military applications. As shown in Figure 2.9, there have been significant 
accomplishments in these areas in which large development programs have resulted in capable and reliable 
vehicle systems. Many of these systems are deployed in a Lremotely-operatedN mode, that is, a human 
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communications architectures is an essential feature of these systems, and the use of algorithms such as 
SLAM to interpret complex scenes is an important contribution to these systems. The U.S. is generally 
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Space Robotic Vehicles 

The field of space robotics was identified as a topic for separate focus in this study and the major results of 
that effort will be presented in Chapter 3. In the context of vehicle technologies, the recent Mars rover 
programs have uniquely demonstrated perhaps the most successful deployment of robotics vehicle 
technologies to date in any domain of applications. The rovers have landed and explored the surface of Mars 
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successful demonstration of interplanetary vehicle space technology and is clearly recognized as the world 
leader in this domain. 



u Integration of electronics into the
joint, leading to a modular design:
This allows the design of
robots of increasing kinematic
complexity based on inte-
grated joints as in the case of
the DLR humanoid Justin.
Moreover, one obtains a self-
contained system, which is
well suited for autonomous,
mobile applications.

u Full-state measurement in the
joints: As will be outlined in
the ‘‘Compliance Control
for Lightweight Arms’’ sec-
tion, our robots use torque
sensing in addition to posi-
tion sensing to implement
a compliant behavior and
a smooth, vibration-free
motion. The full-state mea-
surement in all joints is per-
formed at 3-kHz cycle
using strain-gauge-based
torque-sensors, motor posi-
tion sensing based on mag-
netoresistive encoders, and
link side position sensors
based on potentiometers
(used only as additional
sensors for safety considerations).

u Sensor redundancy for safety: Positions, forces, and
torques are redundantly measured.

These basic design ideas are used for the joints in the arms,
hands, and torso of the upper body system Justin (Figure 1).
Moreover, because the joints are self-contained, it is straight-
forward to combine these modules to obtain different kine-
matic configurations. For example, the fingers have been used
to build up a crawler prototype. Figure 2 shows the exploded
viewof one LWR-III (DLR-LWR-III) joint.

Compliance Control for Lightweight Arms
In the next two sections, the framework used to implement
active compliance control based on joint torque sensing is
summarized. The lightweight design is obtained by using rel-
atively high gear reduction ratios (typically 1:100 or 1:160),
leading to joints that are hardly backdrivable and have already
moderate intrinsic compliance. Therefore, we model the
robot as a flexible joint system. Thus, measuring the torque
after the gears is essential for implementing high-perform-
ance soft-robotic features. When implementing compliant
control laws, the torque signal is used both for reducing the
effects of joint friction and for damping the vibrations related
to the joint compliance. Motor position feedback is used to
impose the desired compliant behavior. The control frame-
work is constructed from a passivity control perspective by
giving a simple and intuitive physical interpretation in terms

of energy shaping to the feedback of the different state vector
components.

u A physical interpretation of the joint torque feedback
loop is given as the shaping of the motor inertia.

u The feedback of the motor position can be regarded as
shaping of the potential energy.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 1. Overview of the DLR Robots. (a) The DLR-LWR-III equippedwith the DLR-Hand-II. (b) The
DLR-KUKA-LWR-III that is based on the DLR-LWR-III. (c) The DLR humanoidmanipulator Justin. (d)
The DLR-Hand-II-b, a redesign of the DLR-Hand-II. (e) The DLR-HIT hand, a commercialized version
of the DLR-Hand-II. (f) The DLR-Crawler, a walking robot based on the fingers of the DLR-Hand-II.

Link Position Sensor
Cross Roller Bearing

Power Converter Unit
Joint- and Motorcontroller
Board Power Supply

Carbon Fiber
Robot Link

DLR RoboDrive with
Safety Brake and
Position Sensor

Harmonic Drive
Gear Unit

Torque Sensor with
Digital Interface

Figure 2. The mechatronic joint design of the DLR-LWR-III,
including actuation, electronics, and sensing.
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Having hands will be essential in the early advancement of this research, since the learning and association of 
knowledge with objects will be done in the robotCs own terms, with the way a tool feels when grasped stored 
in sensori-motor space. Key advances in dexterous hands include tactile skins, finger tip load sensing, tendon 
drive trains, miniature gearing, embedded avionics, and very recent work in low-pressure fluid power 
systems. The fundamental research in biologically inspired actuators will likely transform the nature of this 
domain in the next ten to fifteen years. 

   
Figure 4.10. Dexterous arms at DLR, NASA and UMASS. 

Hands must be well-sized and integrated with their arms for best effect. One of the challenges that has made 
entry into this research domain difficult is the small number of arm options available to the researcher, and 
the corresponding high cost of such systems. There are few small, human-scale arms able to be integrated for 
mobile applications, and most of these have low strength. Most humanoid arms are low quality, have 
<6 degree-of-freedom (DOF)-positioning systems with backlash and little power that appear almost as 
cosmetic appendages. The AIST HRP2 system is one of the few bipedal humanoids that has strong arms, and 
the limbs can be used to help the robot get up from a prone position.  

   
Figure 4.11. Strong dexterous arms at AIST Tsukuba, NASA and DLR. 

The best arms in the field have integrated torque sensing, and terminal force-torque sensors that allow for 
smooth and fine force control. The arms have 7+ DOF, and are able to handle payloads on the order of 5 kg 
or higher. They have embedded avionics allowing for dense packaging and modular application. 

Mobile Manipulation 

Mobile manipulation is achieved when combining a lower body able to position itself with ease, and a 
dexterous upper body able to perform value-added work. While this combination is not necessarily 
humanoid, people are ideal examples of mobile manipulators. Active balancing bases or legs have small 
footprints, allowing their upper limbs to get close to the environment, while maneuvering in tight urban 
environments. Dual and dexterous upper limbs offer primate-like workspace and grasping abilities that can 
work with the interfaces and objects in those same urban environments. This class of machine can 
redistribute force and position control duties from lower bodies to upper bodies, where differences in drive 
trains and sensors offer complimentary capabilities. Pioneering work in this discipline was done at Stanford, 

robotic manipulators, hands



some of our own 
robotic manipulators



mobile robot 
manipulators C. Site Reports-Europe 198 

the rotation, finding the axis of rotation and complying. This concluded a set of six real-time demonstrations, 
which is unusual. The fact that the six systems were of such a high caliber should be noted. 

   
Figure C.28. Dexterous arm on mobile base, opening door (left), robot passing through doorway (right). 



our own mobile 
robot manipulator

[Arnold: 1998-2000]



auto-nomos: giving laws to oneself

minimally: autonomous robots generate 
behavior based on sensory information 
obtained from their own on-board sensors

in contrast to industrial robots that are 
programmed in a fixed and detailed way

autonomous robotics



but: even an industrial robot uses 
autonomous control to reach its 
programmed goals… 

=> autonomy is expected to go beyond 
control, include decisions=qualitative change 
of behavior

e.g. avoid obstacle to the left vs. to the right

e.g., reach for one object rather than another 

autonomous robotics



but: we do not expect autonomous robots 
to just do whatever “they want”… we 
expect to give them “order” 

autonomous robotics



autonomy as a 
“programming interface”: 

give instructions to a robot at a 
high level, in regular human 
language and gesture in a 
shared environment… 

… and let the autonomous 
robot deal with the “details” of 
how to achieve goals

autonomous robotics



why autonomous robots?



asked my then 18 year old son…

to clean up, to serve drinks

but they are just generally cool too.. 

.. (after some hesitation)… in the military

why autonomous robots?



at home, in the work place 

collaborate with human users

assistance robotics



toy/entertainment/animation

including therapy (autism)



the “ideal” application because 
desire to remove human agent 
from the scene is consensual …

much US research

military, fire fighting, rescue
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INTERNATIONAL SURVEY 

Robotic vehicles have been a principal theme of robotics research in many of the laboratories that were 
visited in this international survey. In many cases, the emphasis of types of vehicles, approaches to design, 
and the applications of interest have varied among these different international communities. This section 
summarizes these observations. 

Research on Robotic Vehicles – United States 

In the United States, research on robotic vehicles has emphasized work in the following five areas: 

Military and Defense Systems 

U.S. investment in robotic vehicle research has strongly emphasized the development of ground, air, and 
underwater vehicles with military applications. As shown in Figure 2.9, there have been significant 
accomplishments in these areas in which large development programs have resulted in capable and reliable 
vehicle systems. Many of these systems are deployed in a Lremotely-operatedN mode, that is, a human 
controller works interactively to move the vehicle and position based on visual feedback from video or other 
types of sensors. In addition, there is a strong emphasis on integration of autonomous probes and observers 
with other parts of the military tactical system. The integration of sophisticated computer and 
communications architectures is an essential feature of these systems, and the use of algorithms such as 
SLAM to interpret complex scenes is an important contribution to these systems. The U.S. is generally 
acknowledged as the world leader in military applications of robotic vehicle technologies. 

 
Figure 2.9. Examples of military and defense robotic vehicles. 

Space Robotic Vehicles 

The field of space robotics was identified as a topic for separate focus in this study and the major results of 
that effort will be presented in Chapter 3. In the context of vehicle technologies, the recent Mars rover 
programs have uniquely demonstrated perhaps the most successful deployment of robotics vehicle 
technologies to date in any domain of applications. The rovers have landed and explored the surface of Mars 
and have carried out important scientific experiments and observations that have dramatically enhanced 
human understanding of that planet and its natural history. This U.S. NASA effort has been the only 
successful demonstration of interplanetary vehicle space technology and is clearly recognized as the world 
leader in this domain. 
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The field of space robotics was identified as a topic for separate focus in this study and the major results of 
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The company also introduced three other products: the Basic Robot Education System, the Research and 

Education Robot, which included various versions as mentioned earlier (Figure B.10 shows one of them), 

and Military Robot. For the latter, Hanool has developed an Anti-Terror Robot called Hanuri-T-ML as shown 

in Figure B.11. Like the first three robots, the Research and Education robot and the Anti-Terror robot are all 

mobile robots equipped with various sensors for navigation and operation according to the purpose which 

they were designed for. 

 

 
 

Figure B.10. Research and Education Robot. Figure B.11. Military Robot.  

SUMMARY 

Hanool Robotics is the only small company the assessment team visited in this Japan-Korea trip. From the 

visit, we can see that Korea has taken the new robotics industry seriously. Not only has the government set 

up a policy defining Intelligent Service Robots as one of the ten growth engines of the economy, but in 

addition, many small companies have started to develop new robot products. Hanool represents one of the 50 

service robot companies in Korea that have collectively developed 20 robot product lines, of which Hanool 

has two. It appears that Hanool is one of the more successful ones among all the start-up companies.  

From the five products, we saw that the intelligence technology has important uses and great potential in the 

service robots. We saw a great deal of high technologies used in service robots. Although some of them were 

seen by team members earlier in North America, the development and implementation of the technologies for 

application purposes by Hanool Robotics and others is impressive and commendable. In this regard, Japan 

and Korea, especially Korea, are ahead of many countries. Experts in Korea expect the robot market to grow 

based on three reasons; half of the households in South Korea reside in apartment-type homes that have 

structured environments; Korea has a widespread network infrastructure that can support the operation of 

robots; and people have a positive attitude towards the robot market. The start-up robot companies expect the 

market of service robots to grow like that of mobile telephones in the near future. The team had to agree after 

the visit to Japan and Korea. 



may a military robot decide autonomously 
to shoot

…. navy ships do that already…  

may a autonomous car decide between 
avoiding a pedestrian and preventing danger 
for car occupants? 

fundamental problem: off-loading decisions from user to 
designer … 

(robot ethics…interesting topic)



autonomous robotics as a 
“playground” of research



modern engineering models systems, treating 
the remainder stochastically…. autonomous 
robotics act in natural environments that are 
difficult to model 

autonomous robotics: highly interdisciplinary

modern engineering uses modular design 
that limits the range over which modules 
interact/interfere…autonomous robotics: 
requires system integration  

autonomous robotics as a 
“playground” of research



state of the art: current explosion

through maturation of technology

fast computation makes approach real-time 
that used to be not viable

laser range finder

modern software engineering facilitates 
programming

… many detailed and specific improvements



sensors

signal processing, digitization 

estimation, detection, classification

planning, programming, reasoning

communication, data security

optimal control, control

mechanics, actuators

what is entailed in designing an 
autonomous robot?

world

sense

plan

model

act

=> interdisciplinarity



4 core problems/challenges

perception

interacting with humans

background knowledge

movement generation



no autonomy without perception

main channel: visual perception

(1) perception



what is perception?









we do not perceive the stimulus but the 
world and meaning

seeing is active: 

bring objects into the attentional foreground 

see to answer questions

what is perception?



attention

segment

recognize (invariantly)

estimate (pose)

what is perception?











or computer vision or “artificial perception”

… image/movie understanding rather than 
image processing

perception is currently the key bottleneck of 
autonomous robotics

robot vision



detection

computer vision entails

Driver Assistance Group

The focus of this group is the development of technologies for a new generation of video
based driver assistance systems.

Tasks and Topics

• Development of real-time image
processing algorithms

• Vision based detection and tracking of
pedestrians, vehicles, lanes

• Driver-modeling and behavior
generation

• Development of a highway simulator for
systematic evaluation of sub-systems

• Offline optimization of system modules,
online adaption of parameters

Within these topics classical signal processing approaches as well as biologically inspired
soft-computing paradigms such as Evolutionary Algorithms for system optimization are in-
vestigated.

Methods

• State-of-the-art image processing algorithms

• Probabilistic approaches including
Kalman-Filters for state estimation

• Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines,
and LDA for classification

• Evolutionary Algorithms for offline
optimization of system parametrizations

• Dynamical Systems for driver modelling and
behavior generation

As the research is carried out in close cooperation with several partners from the automobile
industry, our approaches are implemented and tested in experimental vehicles. Therefore
emphasis is additionally put on software design and realtime implementation in C/C++.

Contact: Hannes Edelbrunner & Thomas Buecher
edelbrunner|bueche@neuroinformatik.rub.de



segmentation

computer vision entails

Invited Paper, SPIE Defense and Security 2006, Intelligent Computing: Theory and 

Applications 
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Figure 9.  MSC segmentation and articulation solutions for computer generated imagery with 
occlusions and distractors: errors in gun/turret orientation. 
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Figure 10.  MSC segmentation and articulation solutions for photographic real-world imagery 
with occlusions and distractors (imagery from Fort Carson Dataset).  Fourth panel in each row 
shows registration of articulated model and edge-filtered input image. 

[segmentation 
based on 
template, 

Arathorn, 2006]

strategies. Fig. 9 illustrates the architecture of the data flow

diagram, specifically highlighting the two pathways for the

detection of the texture-based and shape-based objects.

3.4.1 Shape-Based Object Detection in StreetScenes
Shape-based objects are those objects for which there exists
a strong part-to-part correspondence between examples,

420 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, VOL. 29, NO. 3, MARCH 2007

Fig. 8. Performance (ROC curves) of five texture classification algorithms for the detection of buildings, trees, skies, and roads. This texture

classification task requires reliable recognition of texture classes with wide intraclass variability. This difficult test may in part explain the inferior

performance of the benchmark algorithms, which have been previously used to detect object boundaries and classify materials, but not for object

recognition.

Fig. 9. Data flow diagram of the scene-understanding system (see text for details).

[segmentation 
based on pixel-

wise 
classification, 
Serre et al., 

2007]



classification, recognition

computer vision entails
Author's personal copy

C. Faubel, G. Schöner / Neural Networks 21 (2008) 562–576 567

2.7. Operational modes of teaching, recognition, and learning

W h ich of t he t hree m odes of teach ing, recogn ition, or learn ing
t he d y na m ics operates in is con trolled by t he user.

2.7.1. Teaching
In t he teach ing m ode, �learn is set to 1, ot her w ise to 0. The user

provides a label w h ich is associated w it h one of t he label fields
an d decision neurons. All label-feat ure fields correspon ding to t he
cued label receive a ho m ogeneous boost, hlearn,f ,l. Th is w ill lift t he
correspon ding field in to a regi m e in w h ich self-stabili zed peaks
beco m e possible once in p u t fro m t he ca m eras is provided. Such
self-stabili zed peaks m ay leave a m e m ory trace, w h ich provide a
co m petitive ad van tage to t h is specific label d uring recogn ition if
ne w in p u ts m etrically m atch t he peak locations. W h ile t he boost is
on, in p u t to t he label-feat ure fields fro m previous m e m ory traces is
t urned off (1 ��learn,l = 0 in Eq. (10)), so t hat t he act ivation pat tern
reflects t he curren t in p u t an d lays do w n a veridical m e m ory trace
t hat is not biased by past learn ing episodes.

2.7.2. Recognition
The default m ode is recogn ition, represen ted by �recog = 1.

W hen t he user provides a cue t hat an object m ust be recogn i zed,
t he label-feat ure fields are boosted ho m ogeneously across all
labels by hrecog,f . Th is sh ifts all fields in to a bistable regi m e, in
w h ich t hey m ay for m self-stabili zed peaks if st i m ulated. In p u t
fro m t he ca m eras is slo w ly ra m ped u p, driving act ivation levels
u p. As t he fields begin to build peaks, t hey co m pete w it h each
ot her. Those label fields in w h ich curren t in p u t best m atches t he
m e m ory trace stored on previous trials are m ost li kely to generate a
self-stabili zed peak. The longer select ion takes, reflect ing m ultiple
si m ilar m atches, t he stronger t he relative w eigh t of curren t
in p u t. Th is is con trolled by a d y na m ics of t he strengt h of t hat
in p u t, ⌅in p u t,f , w h ich has an at tractor at ⌅base,f if t he syste m
is not in recogn ition m ode (�recog = 0) or if t he syste m has
alread y recogn i zed an object in recogn ition m ode (1 � �recog +⇤

l ⇥4(udec,l(t)) = 1). The syste m instead has an at tractor at larger
level, ⌅u p,f if it is in recogn ition m ode (�recog = 1) an d has not yet
recogn i zed t he object (1 � ⇤

l ⇥4(udec,l(t)) = 1).

⇤⌅⌅̇in p u t,f = �⌅in p u t,f + ⌅base,f

�

1 � �recog +
⌅

l

⇥4(udec (l, t))

⇥

+⌅u p,f�recog

�

1 �
⌅

l

⇥4(udec (l, t))

⇥

. (11)

If a peak has been for m ed along a particular feat ure di m ension
at a label t hat does not m atch t he ou tco m e at t he decision layer,
Wdec(l,t), t hen t h is peak is su p pressed t hrough in h ibition projected
do w n fro m t he decision layer (see last ter m in Eq. (10)). Th is m akes
it possible to rebuild a peak along t h is feat ure di m ension at a
m atch ing label based on its curren t in p u t.

2.7.3. Learning
O nce t he d y na m ics has ru n its course in t he recogn ition m ode,

a single decision neuron is act ive an d, t hrough t he in h ibitory back -
project ion in to t he label-feat ure layer, peaks are stabili zed t here in
t he selected label fields only. The syste m respon ds by an nou ncing
t he label na m e. If t he user does not con tradict t he recogn ition,
t he syste m s w itches in to t he learn ing m ode, in w h ich t he m e m ory
trace d y na m ics is act ivated an d t he m e m ory trace of t he recogn i zed
object is u p dated. The user reacts to an error by in dicating t he
correct object label. Th is s w itches t he syste m in to t he teach ing
m ode, in w h ich t he correct label neuron an d fields are boosted,
leading to su p pression of t he erroneous act ivations, an d to building
of act ivation pat terns at t he correct label fields an d u p dating of
t he associated m e m ory trace. In eit her case, recogn ition is al w ays
l in ked to so m e for m of learn ing.

Fig. 4. The 30 objects w h ich t he syste m learned an d w as tested on.

3. Results

3.1. Evolution of generalization and error rate during learning

To assess of t he learn ing an d recogn ition capabilit ies of
t he syste m, w e m ix a regular teach ing scenario w it h tests of
generali zation to ne w vie w s. The basic teach ing scenario consists
of t w o p hases. First, a ne w object is presen ted in t he m id dle
of t he table w it h its longer ax is perpen dicular to t he vie w ing
ax is. The syste m is in teach ing m ode. All of t he 30 objects used
in t hese tests (Fig. 4) w ere taugh t once t hat w ay. Secon d, all
objects are again presen ted in t he 9 differen t poses i l lustrated
in Fig. 5 in t he recogn ition m ode. These s w eeps begin w it h t he
sa m e cen tral posit ion used d uring t he in itial teach ing trial. Then
t he rotated posit ion is used for all objects, follo w ed by anot her
rotation, follo w ed by a translation to a closer location in t he sa m e
t hree rotations an d finally a sh ift to a location furt her back in
t he t hree rotations, all t h is in t he order is i l lustrated in Fig. 4.
N ote t hat in response to an y erroneous recogn ition, re-teach ing
occurs au to m atically, not requiring, of course, a ne w st i m ulus
presen tation. Th is m akes for a total of 300 learn ing trials.

After each learn ing s w eep t hrough all objects in one of t he 9
poses, w e assess t he capacit y to generali ze recogn ition to ne w
vie w s. Th is m akes use of t he 9 locations an d orien tations i l lustrated
in Fig. 6, w h ich w ere not used d uring learn ing. These inclu de ne w
vie w s fro m a m ore lateral angle. Th is series of tests evaluates t he
syste m at a particular stage of learn ing. U nli ke in t he usual m ode
of operation, learn ing is t herefore deact ivated d uring t hese tests.
A t each learn ing step, t h is m akes for a total of 270 tests.

The perfor m ance is i l lustrated in Fig. 7. N ote t hat after learn ing
only 5 vie w s, t he recogn ition rate in ne w poses is alread y above
80%. The recogn ition rate sat urates after t he 8t h vie w at arou n d
88% correct.

O n t he first learn ing set all trials are, by defin ition, relearn ing
trials. The rate at w h ich objects are incorrectly recogn i zed an d t h us
relearned decreases over learn ing s w eeps (Fig. 7). After t he 4t h
learn ing pose, in w h ich t he objects are first m oved to t he fron t
posit ion, generali zation i m proves leading to a sign ifican t drop in
relearn ing episodes. For m ost objects, t he variance of t heir feat ure
values has been cap t ured by t hen. In total, of t he 270 learn ing trials
(exclu ding here t he first 30 p ure teach ing trials), reject ion of t he
ret urned response by t he user occurs 85 ti m es, an average of 2.8
user in terven tions per object (Fig. 8). For a t h ird of t he objects, a
single episode of relearn ing or less is sufficien t.

Author's personal copy
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Fig. 11. The m e m ory traces for t he feat ure di m ension color are sho w n by color coding t he a m ou n t of act ivation for each h ue value an d each label field (darker is h igher
act ivation). The act ivated regions see m to fall in to 7 color categories w h ich are m arked by t he colored bar on top, t hat w ere generated by han d to illustrate t he categories.

Fig. 12. The m e m ory traces for t he feat ure di m ension shape are sho w n by color coding t he a m ou n t of act ivation for each si ze value an d each label field (darker is h igher
act ivation). Four ten tative categories are in dicated by t he colored bars on top, w h ich w ere generated by han d.

very w ell discri m inated, ho w ever. There are m an y m ore exa m ples
of t h is nat ure. The m e m ory traces t h us w ork by a m plifying subtle
differences in t he m atch of in p u t to m e m ory traces. A sl igh tly
bet ter m atch leads to a co m petitive ad van tage an d to successful
recogn ition.

3.3.2. Similarity matrix
A direct assessm en t of t he degree of si m ilarit y bet w een

differen t objects can be obtained by look ing at t he act ivit y in t he
decision layer before a decision has been m ade. Fig. 14 sho w s ho w
act ive t he differen t neurons are w hen t he differen t objects are
presen ted. The act ivation levels are read ou t w hen t he first neuron

crosses a t hreshold level. Co m paring t h is m atrix to t he confusion
m atrix (Fig. 10), note t hat even objects t hat w ere never confused
are facing act ive co m petition w it h ot her neurons act ivated before
final recogn ition. There are only 5 objects t hat do not face an y
recogn ition.

O ne could be te m p ted to predict t hat si m ilarit y deter m ines,
ho w m uch recogn ition is slo w ed do w n by in h ibitory co m petition.
Objects co m peting w it h m an y si m ilar ite ms m ay take longer to
build u p sign ifican t act ivation in t he decision layer. Th is predict ion
does not bear ou t : Ti m e to recogn ition is largely u ncorrelated
w it h t he n u m ber of si m ilar co m petitors (Fig. 15). So w hat does
deter m ine t he rate of recogn ition for differen t objects?

[based on low-level features, Faubel, Schöner, 2008]



environment designed and completely 
known: industrial robots 

but also true for many robot demonstrations.. e.g., 
catching a object that is tracked by conventional 
technology

environment designed to simplify task

e.g., dishwasher trivializes perception required to achive 
task 

environment is inherently simply … 

e.g., roads for autonomous driving

approach: simply the environment

Driver Assistance Group

The focus of this group is the development of technologies for a new generation of video
based driver assistance systems.

Tasks and Topics

• Development of real-time image
processing algorithms

• Vision based detection and tracking of
pedestrians, vehicles, lanes

• Driver-modeling and behavior
generation

• Development of a highway simulator for
systematic evaluation of sub-systems

• Offline optimization of system modules,
online adaption of parameters

Within these topics classical signal processing approaches as well as biologically inspired
soft-computing paradigms such as Evolutionary Algorithms for system optimization are in-
vestigated.

Methods

• State-of-the-art image processing algorithms

• Probabilistic approaches including
Kalman-Filters for state estimation

• Neural Networks, Support Vector Machines,
and LDA for classification

• Evolutionary Algorithms for offline
optimization of system parametrizations

• Dynamical Systems for driver modelling and
behavior generation

As the research is carried out in close cooperation with several partners from the automobile
industry, our approaches are implemented and tested in experimental vehicles. Therefore
emphasis is additionally put on software design and realtime implementation in C/C++.

Contact: Hannes Edelbrunner & Thomas Buecher
edelbrunner|bueche@neuroinformatik.rub.de



a lot of individual, specific solutions based on 
insight….

unsegmented vision for vehicles (everything 
close is an obstacle)

learning from examples: machine learning 

exploit analogy to human nervous system…

attention

feature maps

… 

research



in part a problem of perception 
as well… 

meaning is particularly 
important.. 

e.g., “the red cup to the left of the 
green cup“ requires generating 
hypotheses and testing them 

(2) interaction with humans

Autonomous Neural Dynamics to Test Hypotheses in a Model of Spatial Language
Mathis Richter (mathis.richter@ini.rub.de)

Jonas Lins (jonas.lins@ini.rub.de)
Sebastian Schneegans (sebastian.schneegans@ini.rub.de)
Yulia Sandamirskaya (yulia.sandamirskaya@ini.rub.de)

Gregor Schöner (gregor.schoener@ini.rub.de)
Institut für Neuroinformatik, Ruhr-Universität Bochum, 44870 Bochum, Germany

Abstract

Resolving relational spatial phrases requires that a coherent
mapping emerges between a visual scene and a triad of two
objects and a relational term. We present a theoretical ac-
count that solves this problem based on neural principles. A
neural dynamic architecture represents perceptual information
in activation fields that make detection and selection deci-
sions through neural interaction. Activation nodes and their
connectivity to the perceptual fields represent concepts. Dy-
namic instabilities enable the autonomous sequential organi-
zation of the processing steps needed to resolve relational spa-
tial phrases. These include bringing visual objects into the at-
tentional foreground, performing spatial transformations, and
making matching decisions. We demonstrate how the neural
architecture may autonomously test different hypotheses to re-
solve relational spatial phrases. We discuss how this neural
process account relates to existing theoretical perspectives and
how to move beyond the entry point sketched here.
Keywords: spatial language; sequence generation; autonomy;
hypothesis testing; neural dynamics; Dynamic Field Theory

Introduction
Language enables humans to communicate about shared en-
vironments. For instance, I may use language to direct your
attention to an object in a visual scene. When several simi-
lar objects are visible such as in Fig. 1a, using object iden-
tity (“cup”) or feature (“red”) alone is not sufficient. A rela-
tional spatial phrase, for example “the red cup to the left of
the green cup”, resolves ambiguity in such situations. Even in
the scene in Fig. 1b, in which no object can be singled out by
feature reference, this phrase uniquely specifies one of them.
A typical relational phrase like the one above consists of a

(a) (b)

Fig. 1: Visual scenarios affording the use of spatial language.

target (the red cup) and a reference (the green cup), relative
to which a relational term (to the left) is applied. Interpret-
ing such a phrase may require that different pairs of objects
be examined. Psychophysical evidence from visual search
tasks suggests that this happens in sequence rather than in

parallel (Logan, 1994). Selecting the reference and target ob-
ject of such a pair also appears to happen sequentially. This
is suggested by characteristic shifts of attention found using
EEG measurements (Franconeri, Scimeca, Roth, Helseth, &
Kahn, 2012), eye-tracking (Burigo & Knoeferle, 2011), and
behavioral cuing (Roth & Franconeri, 2012).

The processing steps involved in interpreting a relational
spatial phrase include binding each object to its role, cen-
tering the reference frame on the reference object, mapping
the spatial term onto this reference frame, and assessing the
match of the target object with the spatial term (Logan &
Sadler, 1996). While such discrete processing steps appear
natural in information processing terms, they require an ex-
planation in neural systems. At the population level that is
relevant to behavior, neural activity evolves continuously in
time. The flow of activation is determined by the structure of
neural networks. Flexibility is thus an achievement in neural
processing, not a given. In previous work we have provided
the basis for realizing some of these processing steps in ac-
cordance with neural principles (Lipinski, Schneegans, San-
damirskaya, Spencer, & Schöner, 2012). This work is based
on the framework of Dynamic Field Theory (DFT; Schnee-
gans & Schöner, 2008), in which activation peaks are units of
representation. The model addresses the attentive selection
of target and reference objects and proposes a neural archi-
tecture that transforms the location of the target object into a
frame centered on the reference object. Spatial terms are en-
coded relative to that frame as patterned neural connections.
While the neural processes of bringing objects into the at-
tentional foreground and activating spatial terms unfold au-
tonomously, the sequential order of these different operations
is controlled through signals from outside the system.

In this paper we provide a fully autonomous neural dy-
namic architecture that generates sequences of processing
steps to interpret and generate relational spatial language.
Within the framework of DFT, we take inspiration from ear-
lier work on the autonomous generation of behavioral se-
quences (Sandamirskaya & Schöner, 2010; Richter, San-
damirskaya, & Schöner, 2012). The key idea is that elemen-
tary processing steps are characterized by certain aspects that
can be implemented in a neural system: The neural represen-
tation of an intention drives activation in those neural struc-
tures that are relevant for executing the processing step. The
resulting changes in activation states are detected through a
condition of satisfaction, which indicates the successful com-
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The group started working on 3D Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) in 1996 (their earlier 
work on SLAM dates back to 1985). With this approach, the navigation and mapping over a 60 m loop has 
been corrected to ~1 cm. They match features directly in the images, not in a Kalman Filter. They are 
conducting substantial work with panospheric cameras. Image indexing and calibration of panoramic 
stereovision is a principal focus of this activity. 

In the area of motion planning they have UpotentialV methods that work in easy terrain, but incorporation of 
rover orientation/motion constraints is very ad-hoc. In the area of motion execution control they showed an 
example of the Russian Marsokhod chassis that they used for many years going over a very large rock pile, 
maintaining heading in the process. They don't like the skid steering of the Marsokhod, as it is difficult to 
control. Current research focuses on remaining issues such as locomotion control, localization, navigation 
strategies, and dealing with more complex mission scenarios. 

 
Figure C.61. Rackham museum guide.  

In the area of flying robots, they are experimenting with bearing-only SLAM that recovers the vehicle 
position history and some map information only from the bearings to landmarks, without range data. 
However, they feel that this approach is not relevant to ground robots, which they believe will certainly have 
stereo vision and thus range data. 

At a high level, they are working on the interconnections between and the transition from robotics (e.g. the 
functional level) to artificial intelligence (e.g. the decisional level). 

Phase B is about to start for the ExoMars Project. The relevant European science board has established the 
need for the mission. They believe it will be necessary to have a rover, of which they have proposed a 
substantial role in the development. The discussion digressed briefly to the Véhicule Automatique Planétaire 
(VAP) project that was active from 1989 to 1993, which they described as the Ugolden ageV of robotics 
sponsorship by CNES (the French Space Agency). 

Karma is an autonomous blimp. The good things about a blimp are that it is big, slow, safe, and requires little 
energy. The bad things are that it is big, slow, sensitive to winds, and needs a hangar. For Karma they created 
a big stereo optical bench with a camera separation of 3.2 meters that was constructed from carbon fiber 
composite, but they found that it stayed calibrated for only one day at a time. The stereo vision algorithm 
they developed specifically for the blimp was fast, but had artifacts. 

They presented a taxonomy of autonomy levels (in the context of multi-robot or multi-UAV systems): 

• Level 1: No autonomy, robot processes single tasks 
• Level 2: Robot processes a sequence of tasks 
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Figure 4.16 Robovie II, a shopping assistant robot (courtesy of ATR-IRC Lab.). 
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46 5. Interaction with Robotic Technologies 

Robots as Agents 

A large number of robotic systems that the study team observed were designed as agents—robots 
that use high-level, explicit or implicit input from users to autonomously or semi-autonomously 
achieve specific tasks. These robots were designed with internal representations of the real world, 
including the users, the task, and the environment, capabilities to sense and interpret explicit (e.g., 
speech commands) or implicit (e.g., gaze shifts) user input, and specifications for communicating 
internal states and seeking user input. The robots use these representations, capabilities, and 
specifications to achieve specified goals (e.g., making deliveries) and interact with users to seek 
task-related input from them (e.g., asking for user preferences or intent) and to provide users with 
task-related information (e.g., informing users of task completion). 

The agency offered by these robots is further emphasized by the use of metaphoric embodiments in 
their designs such as human-like and animal-like morphologies and forms of communication. The 
choice of such metaphors is shaped by the intended functions (e.g., conversational robots tend to 
follow humanlike designs), use contexts (e.g., animal-like designs are common among therapeutic 
and educational robots), and decisions by the designers of the robot (e.g., specifications for 
character, size, materials, colors, and so on). These metaphors extended beyond the physical 
designs and communicative capabilities of the robot; they also included specific scenarios in which 
the design of the robot was contextualized. For instance, the study team observed a “journalist 
robot” (Figure 5.1) at the Intelligent Systems and Informatics Lab at the University of Tokyo. This 
particular robot identified significant changes in the environment, interviewed people about these 
changes, and used this information to draft and publish stories in an online news page (Matsumoto 
et al. 2007). The human-robot interaction that this robot afforded followed the metaphor of a 
journalist. 

   
Figure 5.1 From left to right, journalist robot, shopping assistant robot, and the Paro seal 

robot (courtesy of University of Tokyo, ISI Lab., ATR-IRC Lab., and AIST, 
respectively). 

The robots that served as agents also employed interface modalities that were consistent with the 
metaphors that their designs followed and used—recognized and displayed—primarily human 
language or animal communicative behavior to interact with their users. These interactions 
followed the conventions of human-human and human-animal social interaction and included 
behaviors such as speech, nonverbal behaviors such as gaze, gestures, facial expressions, and 
prosodic expressions that resembled animal behavior. For instance, the KOBIAN humanoid robot 
that the study team observed at Waseda University’s Humanoid Robotics Institute used facial and 
postural expressions to display a large number of emotions (Zecca et al. 2009). Paro, a therapeutic 
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Figure 5.3 From left to right, manipulators in Robotic Room 1 and Robotic Room 3, and a 

wheelchair (courtesy of University of Tokyo, Intelligent Cooperative Systems 
Lab. and AIST [wheelchair]). 

The majority of the telepresence robots that the study team observed followed a stylized humanlike 
morphology and afforded humanlike language through speech and nonverbal behaviors such as 
gaze, gestures, and emotional expressions. The designs of these systems included large screens 
where the face of the humanlike form would be and either projected a live video feed of the remote 
user and channeled the speech of the remote users. The interaction of the local users with the robot-
mediated remote users followed a paradigm similar to that in interaction between two co-located 
individuals or between users and robots with agency. Remote users of these systems controlled the 
robots using desktop interfaces that allowed them to navigate and orient the robot and provided the 
user with a dynamic representation of the local environment through video. These interfaces used a 
continuous video feed to present the remote user’s video on the robot and low-level controls to 
capture explicit user control for navigation and expressive functions. 

The teleoperation robots varied significantly in morphology, ranging from dexterous arms designed 
to manipulate artifacts in the human living environment to surgical manipulators designed to 
achieve complex maneuvers inside the human body. For instance, the first version of the Robotic 
Room included a robotic arm mounted on the ceiling that extended the manipulation capabilities of 
bedridden individuals to retrieve and organize artifacts in their environment (Sato et al., 1996). The 
third version of the robotic room used a similar ceiling-mounted manipulator arm and containers 
specifically designed to support a wide range of user activities to retrieve artifacts (e.g., soda cans 
in a refrigerated container) as well as services (e.g., a portable sink for brushing teeth) for users and 
reduce clutter in the user’s environment (Fukui et al. 2008). The study team also observed a large 
number of surgical manipulators that extended the surgeon’s ability to perform complex operations 
in constrained spaces across various institutions in South Korea and Japan. These systems provided 
surgeons with highly precise low-level control interfaces and real-time video feed from the 
operation site and supported co-located or remote surgery (Figure 5.4). The research teams at these 
laboratories have developed innovative manipulators to achieve specific microsurgical maneuvers 
and visual displays (e.g., 3D displays) to provide the surgeons with a more realistic representation 
of the operational site (Mitsuishi 2000). 



perceptually grounding language 

intention perception

gesture recognition 

joint attention 

dialogue management

emotion recognition 

research



example: action parsing



example: 
spatial 

language

“where is 
the green 
object”?

left  right  above  below



if successful opens up other applications

e.g., disembodied internet based assistant systems (like 
SIRI) that would share the visual environment of the user 
(through a phone camera or web cam)

… other applications



implicit knowledge how the world works

how to open a door

that milk is in the fridge

how to grasp a glas vs. a cup vs. a spoon

how to grasp an object to achieve a particular goal

to clear space before moving something to a new 
place… 

John Searle call this “background”                           
(knowledge, skills)

(3) back-ground knowledge



“background” is where the traditional 
approach to artificial intelligence was 
positioned 

knowledge bases

reasoning

action planning

architectures



behavior based robotics

behavioral organization

world

obstacle avoidance

target acquisition

roaming

create a map



special solutions designed/programmed “by 
hand”

autonomous learning from experience… 
largely unsolved

analogy with human nervous system whose 
structure reflects “knowledge” about how 
the world works…

research



classical approach works very well: control 
and optimal control

=> fast, precise trajectory formation in industrial robots 

but: 

high demands on perception

less well developed for online updating in dynamic scenes

soft actuation for safe interaction with humans

(4) movement generation



exploit analogies with human movement 
coordination, movement primitives

exploit analogy with muscle: soft visco-elastic 
actuators

research


